Patterns of international (thermal) coal trade are shifting. Traditionally trade could be characterised by two geographic basins: the Pacific Basin, where Japan and Korea were the top importers; and the Atlantic Basin, where the European countries imported most of the traded coal. South Africa, and to a much lesser extent Russia, linked the two basins in coal trade. This no longer portrays international coal trade patterns, as the Atlantic market has separated from Asian market. Approximately 1,021 Mt (94%) of this trade was seaborne. Internationally traded thermal coal as a share of global consumption was stable at 17%. The majority of seaborne thermal coal trade occurs in the Asia Pacific region, where both the largest importers and exporters are concentrated. 

Dear Sir/Madam, We want to be in yearly contract with such Coal supplier for 200k MT per month for CIF Karachi Port, Pakistan. Please find attached. 
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